2	MACHINE DESIGN.
The application of this law to machines is as follows: A machine receives energy from a source, and uses it to do useful and useless work.
A single cycle of action of a machine is that sequence of operations during which each member of the machine has gone once through all the relative motions possible to it. A complete cycle of action is such a period that all conditions (velocities, etc., as well as relative positions) in the machine are the same at its beginning and end.
During a single cycle of action of the machine, the energy received equals the total work done. The "work done may appear as (a) useful work delivered by the machine,, or as (&) heat due to energy transformed through fractional resistance, or as (c) stored mechanical energy in some moving part of the machine whose velocity is increased. The sign of the stored energy may be plus or minus, so that energy received in one cycle may be delivered during another cycle; but for any considerable time interval of machine action the algebraic sum of the stored energy must equal zero.
For a single cycle: Energy received = useful work-f-useless work ±stored energy.
For continuous action:
Energy received = useful work -f useless work. In operation a machine generally acts by a continuous repetition of its cycle.
2. Efficiency of Machines.—In general, efficiency may be defined as the ratio of a result to the effort made to produce that result. In a machine the result corresponds to the useful work, while the effort corresponds to the energy received. Hence the efficiency of a machine = useful work-f-energy received.* The designer must strive for high efficiency, i.e., for the greatest possible result for a given effort.
* The work and energy must, of course, be expressed in the same units.-

